8.50 - 9:00 - Welcome and introduction - Paul Charles
9:00 - 9:15 - What are journals looking for? - Jamie Trapp (Tanya Kairn)
9:15 - 9:35 – From clinical report to publishable paper – Robin Hill
9:35 - 9:45 - Some DIMP perspective and examples – Don McLean
9:45 - 10:10 – Open questions for the panel: Tanya Kairn, Robin Hill, Don McLean, Jamie Trapp, and Paul Charles.
10:10 - 10:40 - Morning tea
10:40 - 10:45 - Introduction to practical exercise: Tanya Kairn and Don McLean
10:45 - 11:30 - Practical exercise (In small groups students discuss method and requirements to transform a set of clinical data into a publishable paper).
11:30 - 11:50 - Discussion of practical exercise: The panel
11:50 - 12:00 - Wrap up – Paul Charles